Preferred collagen fiber orientation in the human mid-shaft femur.
Collagen fiber orientation is one aspect of the microstructure of bone that influences its mechanical properties. While the spatial distribution of preferentially oriented collagen is hypothesized to reflect the effects of loading during the process of aging, its variability in a modern human sample is essentially unknown. In a large sample (n = 67) of autopsied adults, the variability of collagen fiber orientation in the mid-shaft femur was examined in relation to age and sex. Montaged images of entire 100 microm thick cross-sections were obtained using circularly polarized light microscopy (CPLM) under standardized illuminating conditions. An automated image-analyzing routine divided images into 48 segments according to anatomical position. Average gray values (varying with orientation) were quantified for each segment, and one-way ANOVA with Tukey HSD post hoc tests were applied to assess differences between segments. Collagen fiber orientation appeared to be nonrandomly distributed across the mid-shaft femur sample; however, no single "human" pattern was identified. Individual variation, unexplainable by age, sex, or body size, exceeded population-level trends. Differences between age and sex groups suggest there is a strong correspondence between collagen fiber orientation and tissue-type distributions. The minimal consistencies demonstrated here may reflect mechanical forces induced at the femoral mid-shaft. However, the myriad of other factors that may influence collagen fiber orientation patterning, including growth trajectories, metabolic and nutritional status, and disease states, must be explored further. Only then, in conjunction with studies of other structural and material properties of bone, will we be able to elucidate the linkages between microstructure and functional adaptation in the human mid-shaft femur.